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Abstract:
Comparative psychologists investigate human and nonhuman animal cognition. Research in this
field is largely isolated from concerns about the ethical and practical treatment of animals. Social
and ethical values, however, are crucial for assessing the sufficiency of evidence for hypotheses
with practical import. Hypotheses in comparative psychology have such import, as knowledge of an
organism’s cognitive capacities affects how we think that organism ought to be treated. I argue for
the consideration of social and ethical values in relation to comparative psychology, drawing on
contemporary animal mindreading research to illustrate my case. Research in animal mindreading
(or “theory of mind”) exhibits a high tolerance for false negatives. This carries a risk, as false
negatives can lead one to treat individuals in ways deemed unacceptable had the true cognitive and
affective abilities of these animals been known. The current general tolerance for false negatives
should be replaced with a case-by-case assessment of acceptable levels of risk, given a hypothesis
and its practical and ethical consequences.
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